
Utilize the 

event media 

visibility in your 

marketing 

communications! 

Sports and outdoor novelties
virtual presentation to media and influencers 

Bring your brand to the live press on Wed 25.1.2023 from 9am to 11am 

Let your brand's innovations and trends 

reach consumers! 

We present your spring and summer 

top products to suppliers and 

influencers in our studio in Helsinki 

with a representative of your company. 

Virtual event concept of efficient and 

clear communications agency Akvamariini 

typically reaches approximately 75 sports, 

outdoors and lifestyle media 

representatives. 

MEDIA COMMENTS: 

 Your virtual event was very 

well organized - thank you! 

Clear and professional entity 

that provided useful information. 

FOR MEDIA 

SS23 



Event package content 

1. You reach dozens of journalists and social

media influencers in one fell swoop by

participating in an effective and high-quality

press event, which is produced by a

professional production company in studio-

like conditions.

2. Akvamariini prepares interesting and

expert bulletins of your novelty products

separately agreed, and sends them to the

right recipient group.

3. We activate the participants on behalf of

the brand into the online store, for

example, with a purchase benefit or

discount. We offer press loans as well,

which are coordinated by Akvamariini for 1

month.

4. You achieve measurable results, such

as multiple media visibility in relation to

the input.

5. We provide event visibility in the industry's

own YouSport newsletter. Event Visibility is

built by a series of marketing and contacts

as well, where your brand is repeatedly

displayed and heard before and after the

event:

• Invitation process

• Personal activation of target groups

• Enrolment communication

• Reminder invitations

• On separate agreement, brand's own

press release, customisation of image

bank and extensive media broadcast

nationwide

• Delivery of possible purchase benefit to

the participants

• Akvamariini coordinates press loans and

product tests, and responds to media

inquiries for 1 month after the event

• YouSport presents the event in a
newsletter, which is sent to media
following sports and well-being as well.

following sports and well-being as well.

Programme 

8.30 

Arrival of performers and breakfast 

9.00 

Brands introduce themselves, 

approximately à 20 min.  Opportunity to 

take advantage of compact brand 

videos.  Audience questions at the end 

of the speeches. Discussion will be 

built in the form of an interview together 

with our presenter. Brand Power Point 

material in the background. 

11.00 (estimate) Summary; 

event ends 

COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY AKVAMARIINI 
Sport and outdoor team 

info@akvamariini.fi tel. 

+358 45 2565 135

www.akvamariini.fi

www.yousport.fi

INSIGHTFUL
COMMUNICATIONS

Event price: € 2 500 + VAT 

Register by December 15th

Check out our previous event 
recordings on Akvamariini´s 
YouTube channel!
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